
E Shea            Buddy and the Bunnies in Don't     
 Play with Your Food by Bob Shea 

A monster named Buddy is determined to eat 
some cute little bunnies, until they prove to be 
more enjoyable as playmates.  

 

 

E Testa     Olivia Measures Up by Maggie Testa 

Olivia loves  the fact that now that’s she's older 
she’s also taller. As Olivia learns about all the 
things that she can do now that she’s taller she 
also learns that her little brother might be taller 
than her one day. How will Olivia cope with    
being shorter than her little brother?  

 

 

 

E Udry       The Moon Jumpers                                                     
   by Janice May Udry 

Four children play in the moonlight on a summer 
night.  

 

 

 

J Warner     Ellray Jakes and the Beanstalk   
        by Sally Warner     

When EllRay's best friend starts hanging out 
with skateboarders, EllRay tries to learn how to 
skateboard to win him back.  

 

 

E Donaldson      The Snail and the Whale 
                 by Julia Donaldson      
Wanting to sail beyond its rock, a tiny snail 
hitches a ride on a big humpback whale and 
then is able to help the whale when it gets 
stuck in the sand.   

 
E Kelly     Mousetronaut by Mark E. Kelly           
A small, but plucky, mouse named Mike is 
sure that he can help the Space Shuttle astro-
nauts, and ends up saving the whole mission.  

 
 
 

 

E Kent     Ballerina Swan by Allegra Kent     

Sophie the swan joins a ballet class and works 
hard to earn a part in the end-of-year          
performance of Swan Lake.  

 

 

 

E Krensky     The Great Moon Hoax    
           by Stephen Krensky     

Has a powerful telescope found exotic        
animals on the moon?  Two newsboys in 
1830s New York sell copies of the New York 
Sun describing blue goats, small bison, moon 
beavers, and other creatures and surface 
structures never seen before—or 
since.  Based on a true story.  
 

 

 

E McCarthy    Pop!: The Invention of Bubble 
            Gum by Meghan McCarthy     

With historical facts, the book tells the true story 
of how bubble gum was invented by Walter Die-
mer, who was an accountant at the Fleer Corpora-
tion, a factory in Philadelphia, in the late 1920s.  

E Metzger     Pluto Visits Earth!   
          by Steve Metzger 

Angry at being downgraded to a dwarf planet by 
Earth scientists, Pluto travels through the solar 
system, asking other planets along the way for 
support, in hopes of regaining his planetary 
status.  

 

 

 

E Nargi     The Honeybee Man by Lela Nargi    

Fred, a beekeeper whose hives are on the roof of 
his Brooklyn, New York apartment building, tends 
his bees and distributes their honey to his 
neighbors.  Includes facts about bees and           
beekeepers.  

 

 

E Roth     Where's My Mommy? by Carol Roth 

When sleepy Little Kitty awakens from her nap, 
she can't find her mommy, so she asks the      
barnyard animals for help but has no success until 
she tries one last thing.  

 

 

E Cabatingan     A is for Musk Ox  
                 by Erin Cabatingan        

Musk Ox takes over an alphabet book,     
explaining to his friend Zebra why almost 
every letter can be used to describe musk 
oxen.  

 

 

E Dean     Pete’s Big Lunch by James Dean 

Pete the cat shares his big lunch with 
friends.  

 

 

J DiCamillo     Bink and Gollie    
             by Kate DiCamillo     

Two roller-skating best friends--one tiny, 
one tall--share three comical adventures 
involving outrageously bright socks, an  
impromptu trek to the Andes, and a most 
unlikely marvelous companion.  
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Recommended Reading… 

E Barnett     Oh No!, or, How My Science 
Experiment Destroyed the World     
by Mac Barnett and Dan Santat                                 
After winning the science fair with the giant 
robot she has built, a little girl realizes that 
there is a major  problem.  

 

 

E Barton       Shark vs. Train   
          by Chris Barton     

A shark and a train compete in a series of con-
tests, on a seesaw, in hot air balloons,      
bowling, shooting baskets, playing hide-and-

seek, and more, 
as two boys play.  

 

E Bingham     Z is for Moose                 
           by Kelly Bingham     

Moose wants very badly to be in this alpha-
betical book but can’t seem to wait his turn. 
Moose pops up during the letter H and other 
letters, but when M is not for moose what     

letter will 
moose be?  

 

E Brown     Mr. Tiger Goes Wild                 
        by Peter  Brown     

Bored with city life and the proper behavior it 
requires, Mr. Tiger has a wild idea that leads 
him to discover his true nature.  

 

 

J532 L      Bathtub Science    
   by Shar Levine and Leslie Johnstone     

Turn your tub into a lab.  Make wave machines, 
water cannons, or zippy hydroplanes.  Peer 
through periscopes, prepare perfect bubble        

solutions, or try 
thirty other         
activities.  

 

J573.87 J      What Do You Do With a Tail Like 
This? by Steve Jenkins   

 A nose for digging? Ears for seeing? Eyes that 
squirt blood? Explore the many amazing things 
animals can do with their ears, eyes, mouths, noses, 
feet, and tails in this   interactive guessing book, 
beautifully illustrated in cut-paper collage, which 
was awarded a Caldecott Honor.   

 

J599.79 P      Leopard and Silkie: One Boy’s 
Quest to Save the Seal Pups                
by Brenda Peterson     

Miles is a volunteer seal sitter and Leopard is a 
baby seal just learning how to swim. What will he 

do when Leopard is stuck on the 
beach without his mother and 
people crowd the baby seal?  

J811.52 F     The Story Goes On    
         by Aileen Fisher     

An illustrated poem about the cycle of life--bug 
eats plant, frog eats bug, snake eats frog, hawk eats 

snake, and so 
on.    

 


